Development of a phenomenologically derived method to assess affective learning in student journals following impactive educational experiences.
Assessment of affective learning (AL) is difficult but important, particularly for health professional students, where it is intimately linked to the development of professional values. This study originally aimed to determine whether an emotionally impactive, extended, multimethod, interprofessional simulation experience enhanced the AL of senior medical students, compared to conventional seminars and workshops alone. This necessitated the development of a method to assess for the presence and quality of AL. We developed a "double hermeneutic" method, derived from Smith's Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, to identify examples of AL, according to Krathwohl's hierarchy ("receiving," "responding," "valuing," "organization," "characterization"), in the journals of students from each arm of a randomized educational trial. Three assessors rated the highest level of AL seen in each journal and then we compared ratings from the two study arms. A total of 135 journals were available for assessment (81 Intervention, 54 Control). The method proved to be effective in identifying and characterizing examples of uniprofessional and interprofessional AL. The median level identified in Intervention journals ("valuing") was significantly higher than Control journals ("responding," p < 0.0001). The method described provides a means to assess affective learning among health professional students. An extended, immersive simulation experience appears to enhance affective learning.